
Now you can tell your guests to sleep well... 
and know they will.

Yes, it does exist.
Comfortable sleep sofa?

Experience a new level
of sleeping comfort.
3 distinct mattress systems

You can rest easy knowing your La-Z-Boy® sleep sofa comes 

standard with an added layer of padding and a luxurious 

innerspring mattress. Designed to conform to the body for 

optimum sleeping comfort, this quality innerspring coil system 

offers added support to ensure a perfect night’s sleep.

mattress system
SupremeComfort

Put sleepless nights to rest with our luxurious SlumberAir®  

mattress upgrade. With a 6” cushion of air over a 4” innerspring 

base, this exclusive system surrounds you with air-cushioned 

softness that conforms to your every curve for head-to-toe 

support. Featuring an easy-to-use hand-held air pump, you 

can instantly inflate the mattress and customize your firmness 

level in a matter of seconds.

mattress system
SlumberAir

For the ultimate in sleeping comfort, upgrade to a Memory 
Foam mattress. Featuring a quilted top layer with 3/4” of  
Memory Foam sewn right in, covered by 280 count cotton  
sateen followed by a second 1” layer of Memory Foam over 
a 3” high density foam base. It’s unparalleled cushioning that 
conforms to every curve for complete body support that returns 
to shape after each and every use.

mattress system
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The comfort you’ve been  
dreaming of is now a reality.

Connect with usla-z-boy.com

ADJUSTABLE HEADRESTS 
Optimal position for TV viewing. YOUR CHOICE OF 3 MATTRESS OPTIONS 

La-Z-Boy sleep sofas come standard with a 

Supreme Comfort innerspring mattress. Memory 

Foam is available on all of our sleep sofas with  

SlumberAir available on any full or queen size. 

EXCLUSIVE 
CROSS-WIRE SYSTEM 
For additional support 

and comfort.

DESIGNER FABRICS & 
LUXURIOUS LEATHERS 
Custom order from a wide 

selection of options.

REINFORCED 
STEEL FRAMES 
Lasting durability.

TS0019
La-Z-Boy is the official furniture provider 
of Ronald McDonald House Charities®

Twin sleep chairs 

         Perfect for a kid’s room, home office or   

            where space may be limited.  

                They’re a quick change  

                            artist from a cozy chair to 

                              an instant guest retreat.

Queen sleep sofas & sectionals 

Comfort on a grand scale, an extra-roomy queen sleeper available 

on many sofa and sectional styles will pamper overnight guests with  

luxury accommodations.

Full sleep sofas 

An inviting sofa by day...  

a luxurious guest room for 

two at night, with  

a stylish full size 

sleep sofa you 

get comfort  

around the clock.

La-Z-Boy sleep sofas come  
in sizes and styles that will fit like  

a dream into any room.

Scan this QR code  
to learn more about  
La-Z-Boy sleep sofas.


